Integrative data analysis (IDA), a novel framework for conducting the simultaneous analysis of raw data pooled from multiple studies, offers many advantages including economy (i.e., reuse of extant data), power (i.e., large combined sample sizes), the potential to address new questions not answerable by a single contributing study (e.g., combining longitudinal studies to cover a broader swath of the lifespan), and the opportunity to build a more cumulative science (i.e., examining the similarity of effects across studies and potential reasons for dissimilarities). There are also methodological challenges associated with IDA, including the need to account for sampling heterogeneity across studies, to develop commensurate measures across studies, and to account for multiple sources of study differences as they impact hypothesis testing. In this review, we outline potential solutions to these challenges and describe future avenues for developing IDA as a framework for studies in clinical psychology. 
INTRODUCTION
With the accrual of high-quality databases, both within our national archives and individual laboratories, and the economic pressures of big science research to do more with less, the scientific community is looking for innovative methods that leverage existing resources to answer novel questions. Responsive to this call, methodologists from different fields are developing multiple approaches for pooled data analysis that combine information collected across multiple studies into a single analytic design. These methods have been used to examine the efficacy of medications versus cognitive behavior therapy for severe depression (DeRubeis et al. 1999) , the relation between fat intake and breast cancer (Hunter et al. 1996) , the pharmacogenetics of tardive dyskinesia (Lerer et al. 2002) , the relation of height, weight, and breast cancer risk (van den Brandt et al. 2000) , and the mediators of fluoxetine effects on youth suicidal ideation (Gibbons et al. 2012) . Not surprisingly, these methods may share little in their analytics beyond the common goal of data pooling. Together, however, they form a toolkit for researchers interested in analyzing pooled data. We offer to this toolkit an approach that we call integrative data analysis (IDA). IDA is a framework for conducting the simultaneous analysis of raw data pooled from multiple studies. Our goals for this review are to define the IDA framework for pooled data analysis; describe the advantages and limitations of this approach; discuss sampling, measurement, and hypothesis testing within the IDA framework; and provide future directions for IDA applications and methodological development.
character that is so impressive in disciplines like astronomy, molecular biology, and genetics. (Meehl 1978, p. 807; italics as in original) Although Meehl's reflection references the science of 34 years ago, lament over the lack of rapid progress in psychology and the need for more collaborative, cumulative efforts to advance our field have echoed throughout the interceding decades (e.g., Schmidt 1996) . Given the current information explosion, the challenge of our science is clearly not in simply amassing findings but in creating a coherent body of knowledge that considers the strengths and weaknesses of contributing studies to provide answers to the core questions of our era.
Literature reviews have been a fundamental, classic technique for study integration, serving a variety of purposes including generalization of findings, resolving conflicts in the literature, providing a linguistic bridge across studies, critiquing methodology and theory, and identifying key issues and future directions for research (Cooper 2010) . However, given a burgeoning number of studies in clinical psychology, literature reviews are often limited in their ability to adequately describe each contributing study and instead rely on prototype studies, box score summaries (contrasting the raw number of supportive versus nonsupportive results), or selective coverage of the literature. These approaches make integrative statements that subsume the broader literature difficult to support and critique. Even when possible, such integrative statements are unable to estimate the strength of a relationship and instead concern whether (and not how much of) a relationship exists in the literature.
In response to these limitations, meta-analysis emerged as an alternative approach and has since become an important part of the toolkit for pooled data analysis (e.g., Cooper et al. 2009 ). In its simplest form, meta-analysis produces a weighted average effect size for a given association of interest across multiple studies based on summary statistics from each contributing study. Current applications of meta-analysis may also take into account characteristics of contributing studies (e.g., sample size, instrumentation differences) in deriving the weighted average effect size, providing more nuanced interpretations of the synthesized findings. Despite the many advantages of metaanalysis (see Cooper et al. 2009 ), a key limitation for certain pooled data analysis problems is their reliance on summary statistics derived from completed studies as the unit of analysis, restricting topics of inquiry to those questions that have already been addressed within individual studies.
Although both literature reviews and meta-analysis make significant contributions to the pooled data analysis toolkit, each relies on completed studies to synthesize research findings within a body of work. These approaches are inappropriate for testing novel hypotheses not examined in prior studies. This limitation is noteworthy, as tests of novel hypotheses may play a critical role in synthesizing apparent discrepant findings across studies (e.g., whether discrepancies reflect gender differences that emerge in between-study comparisons). IDA provides an alternate framework for pooled data analysis that retains the rich details of individual studies to simultaneously test novel hypotheses within and across studies. For many questions in clinical psychology, IDA is an important addition to the toolkit for pooled data analysis.
Pooled Data Analysis: Why Now?
Given that the importance of a cumulative approach to science was first heralded long ago, the current push for pooled data analysis may appear woefully belated. However, several current trends in science indicate that now is an important time for the dissemination of techniques for pooled data analysis. We have amassed many matured data sets relevant to the study of clinical psychology and have increased public access to national data archives. At the same time, we have seen rapid advances in statistical methods and related software that facilitate data pooling analyses
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in the broader research community. Moreover, this amassing of rich data archives and advanced statistical analysis intersects with a scientific zeitgeist emphasizing collaborative (particularly transdisciplinary) efforts, fueling a "big science" initiative.
On the policy side, we have also seen shifts that support greater use of pooled data analysis. For example, a fundamental issue in conducting pooled data analysis is data sharing. In line with ethical guidelines (Am. Psychol. Assoc. 2002) , top-tier journals in clinical psychology (e.g., the Journal of Abnormal Psychology and the Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology) and federal funding agencies (Natl. Inst. Health 2003 , Natl. Sci. Found. 2011 ) have long encouraged data sharing to monitor the quality and veracity of published findings. But recent efforts extend the goals of data sharing to generating data structures that encourage pooled data analysis. For example, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) currently provides support for building "metadata structures" through initiatives that "assist in data retrieval and pooled data analysis across sites" (RFA-HD-10-001; Natl. Inst. Child Health Hum. Dev. 2010) and encourages applicants "to collaborate with investigators holding private data sets, use innovative statistical strategies to link methodologically comparable datasets, or utilize public use data readily available" (PAR-10-018; Natl. Inst. Drug Abuse 2010). Other NIH initiatives have established data repositories for genomewide association studies (the Database for Genotypes and Phenotypes; Mailman et al. 2007 ), autism research (Natl. Database Autism Res. 2011) , and clinical trials of substance abuse (Natl. Inst. Drug Abuse Clin. Trials Netw. 2012), seeking to incorporate common measures and data sharing into their research plans from the beginning phases of data collection. Other funded efforts, such as the Collaborative Data Synthesis for Adolescent Depression Trials study funded by the National Institute of Mental Health (Northwest. Univ. Feinberg Sch. Med. 2012) and support of our three-study IDA by the National Institute on Drug Abuse, bolster data pooling efforts as a secondary analysis design. Finally, NIH-supported measurement archives such as the Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) and the PhenX toolkit serve as resources for investigators as they initiate new data collection efforts, identifying expert-recommended assessment tools that can be widely used in independent studies to create a potentially broad data base for pooled analysis.
These examples mark a field-wide recognition of the potential benefits of pooled data analysis, though many of the challenges posed by this approach to science remain stumbling blocks for some applications (see sidebar Building an IDA Study Research Team). For researchers able to overcome these challenges, choices about methodological frameworks that will guide their pooled data analysis are still evolving. In the face of such scientific evolution, IDA offers a novel framework for pooled data analysis.
Defining Integrative Data Analysis as a Framework
It would be a mistake to view IDA as a wholly new methodology. Pooled data analysis has a long history, and other techniques for combining raw data have also been introduced in the literature, such as mega-analysis (another approach to the statistical analysis of individual raw-scores from previous studies; McArdle et al. 1998) and individual patient data analysis from the field of medicine (e.g., Ioannidis et al. 1999) . Despite these options, research studies in clinical psychology rarely use pooled data analysis (though see Lorenz et al. 1997; McArdle et al. 1998 McArdle et al. , 2000 . Nonetheless, we believe that these techniques, and IDA in particular, offer unique advantages to the field of clinical psychology that may help mitigate endemic problems in studies of abnormal and clinical behavior (Curran & Hussong 2009 ).
Among data-pooling techniques, relatively unique advantages of IDA primarily result from the level of data pooling; in IDA, pooling is based on raw data (e.g., item responses) from individual participants rather than summary statistics at the level of completed studies (as in meta-analysis).
BUILDING AN IDA STUDY RESEARCH TEAM
Regarding transdisciplinary research teams, Hirsch Hadorn et al. (2008) suggest that building an infrastructure for clear communication and maintaining mutual respect are keys to successful science collaborations. Similarly, IDA studies are potential logistical nightmares without supportive structures that balance the individual needs and demands faced by contributing investigators with those of the IDA team. This is particularly important for academic researchers, for whom the pressures of the academy run counter to the demands of big science collaboration (Mischel 2008 (Mischel , 2009 ). Issues to consider when building an IDA research team include:
Determining the relative responsibility and resources available for data preparation given to the original study teams versus the IDA team; Distinguishing the aims of research projects within the purview of the original study teams from the unique, value-added aims of the IDA study; Coordinating intersecting science teams across manuscripts within the IDA study and the original study teams; Acknowledging the contributions of many researchers in a way that balances their diverse needs for publication credit; and Communicating about study differences, resolving discrepancies between new IDA study findings and original study publications, and encouraging an open dialogue about replication effects (or the lack thereof) across studies.
This approach yields larger sample sizes than typical single-study designs, a particularly important advantage for examining low-base rate behaviors that are commonly of interest in clinical psychology. Although the pooled data set will have an average base rate that remains within the range of contributing studies (i.e., most simply, each contributing study may have 5% of the sample reporting some form of psychopathology or heavy drug use and thus so will the pooled data set), the absolute number of individuals engaging in the behavior will necessarily be greater in the pooled sample relative to the individual contributing studies. As a result, the stability of model estimation is improved, the influence of extreme observations is reduced, and more complicated models can be fitted than would otherwise be possible within the individual studies.
A second advantage of IDA's approach to pooling data at the item level is increased sample heterogeneity. Although an initial temptation when embarking on IDA is to minimize betweenstudy heterogeneity (i.e., to carefully select contributing studies that are as similar as possible), the presence of certain types of between-study differences can facilitate our ability to distinguish within-study and between-study variation in our findings. For example, many studies in clinical psychology use sampling methods that result in the underrepresentation of potentially important subgroups in the population of interest (e.g., groups based on gender, race, socioeconomic status, age). By pooling participants across such samples, the representation of these subgroups may be increased, allowing for distinct groups to be simultaneously considered. Similarly, given adequate sample representation within studies, group comparisons may be possible within IDA that are not possible due to small samples sizes within the individual studies. This in turn increases the external validity of the IDA findings relative to those of the individual contributing studies.
IDA also offers several advantages for measurement, often resulting in a broader and more rigorous psychometric assessment of key constructs. In any single-study design, we typically assess such constructs using a discrete set of items that are shared across all members of the sample (e.g., all subjects respond to the same 10-item scale assessing depression) and selected based on the specific characteristics of a given sample (e.g., age, gender, ethnicity). A common challenge in many areas of psychological research is the need to reconcile the wide array of operationalizations of our constructs across studies and to evaluate the generalizability of our measures across populations of interest. This state of affairs is a clear stumbling block for study-to-study comparison but is in turn a distinct advantage for increased construct validity in IDA. Through data pooling and related measurement development, the psychometric assessment of a given construct can often be substantially broadened by incorporating the multiple methods of assessment that were used in each individual study and by examining the performance of these measures across subpopulations within the pooled sample. This in turn results in much stronger psychometric properties of measures in the pooled design versus any single contributing study.
Importantly, IDA also permits tests of hypotheses that have not or sometimes cannot be tested within a single contributing study (e.g., due to the greater age heterogeneity in the pooled sample created by combining longitudinal studies to cover a broader swath of the lifespan) and directly evaluates replication of hypothesis tests across contributing studies. Unlike other approaches to research synthesis that are based on summary statistics, IDA may be used to test even complex associations among variables (e.g., moderation and mediation) that were not previously tested in contributing studies, providing a means for accelerating the pace of novel hypothesis testing. By accounting for potential between-study sources of heterogeneity, IDA also permits tests of whether these associations differ in magnitude or form over study, a direct evaluation of replication across the pooled studies. Depending on the application, this approach may be extended to explicitly model factors that may account for between-study differences in findings, with potential factors spanning multiple levels of design such as study differences in sampling, geographic region, history, and assessment protocol. Thus, IDA permits an exploration of between-study differences that helps mitigate the need for creating new studies designed to resolve conflicting findings among existing studies posited to result from between-study design differences.
These advantages, however, are not realized in all applications of IDA, and as with any tool for conducting pooled data analysis, IDA is not appropriate for every multistudy application. For example, in our experience, limitations in deriving comparable measures across studies and in identifying age overlap for studies pooled through cohort sequential methods may make IDA infeasible or at least indefensible for some questions. One difficulty in stating when IDA may or may not be useful is that we view IDA as a methodological framework for pooled data analysis rather than a set of specific techniques or analyses. In part, this is because the specific techniques and analyses used in IDA depend on the application at hand. The IDA framework is relevant to testing a variety of questions within clinical psychology, including those about measurement, crosssectional associations, longitudinal prediction, and treatment effects. Just as we may use a variety of statistical techniques and analyses to answer questions about these issues in a single study, the IDA framework provides a set of guidelines that may also be widely applied across a range of techniques and analyses using a pooled data analysis approach. These guidelines have evolved over time through efforts to conduct IDA with the goal of drawing inferences about substantive hypotheses at the level of the pooled analysis. These guidelines thus reflect ways of addressing challenges in accounting for between-study heterogeneity using IDA. Although in previous work we have discussed five sources of between-study heterogeneity that make IDA challenging (i.e., sampling, measurement, geographical region, history, and design characteristics; Curran & Hussong 2009), we now highlight two of these-sampling and measurement-and consider the implications of these sources of between-study heterogeneity for the ultimate goal of IDA, hypothesis testing.
BETWEEN-SAMPLE HETEROGENEITY DUE TO SAMPLING
One particularly intriguing aspect of IDA is that we are prompted to think more closely about issues not commonly considered in single-study designs. One salient example is sampling. Sampling refers to the mechanism by which a finite group of individual observations is selected from a larger population with the purpose of drawing inferences from the sample back to the population (e.g., Cochran 1977) . Whereas the importance of sampling in clinical psychology is often undervalued in single-study designs, between-sample heterogeneity due to sampling in multistudy designs is a significant potential threat to the internal validity of an IDA. Most importantly, we do not want to misidentify effects as theoretically meaningful when they are instead artifacts resulting from differences in sampling composition across contributing studies that were not properly modeled. We can consider two well-developed approaches to sampling: model-based and design-based procedures.
Model-Based and Design-Based Approaches
Like many topics of real importance, there has been substantial disagreement about the best way to construct a sample of observations that optimally reflects the population of interest (for an excellent review, see Sterba 2009 ). Core to this disagreement is the distinction between modelbased and design-based approaches. These two approaches permit us to make inferences from samples back to populations, with differences between the two approaches motivating different sampling designs. Briefly, the model-based approach was first proposed by Fisher (1922) , who believed that obtaining a truly random sample from a given population was typically not possible. Instead, Fisher proposed building a statistical model that explicitly linked the substantive theory to the sample data by approximating the mechanism by which the dependent variable was generated. However, the statistical model required the imposition of certain distributional assumptions that many researchers believed to be both subjective and fallible. In response to these concerns, Neyman (1934) developed a design-based approach that introduced randomness via a set of known selection probabilities. This allowed for the selection process to be both controlled and known, avoiding untenable distributional assumptions. The selection probabilities were then used when fitting models to weight the sample in accordance with the characteristics of the population (e.g., Pfeffermann 1993) .
The degree to which design-versus model-based approaches are used in practice varies by discipline and the nature of the research question under study, and this is further complicated by recent hybrids of the two approaches (e.g., Lenhard 2006 ). Nonetheless, model-based sampling procedures implicitly underlie the majority of data sets within clinical psychology. Thus from a strictly practical perspective, most applications of IDA in clinical psychology will likely not pool data from samples in which probability weights are even available.
1 For this reason, we focus our attention on the use of model-based approaches in IDA.
Extending Single-Study Model-Based Approaches to IDA
Whereas sampling of individual observations within a single study is characterized by more than a century of research and development, sampling of studies into an IDA application has received virtually no attention. Nonetheless, we can draw on two well-developed methods commonly used in single-study designs to allow us to explicitly incorporate a model-based approach to sampling in IDA. First, from the field of multilevel modeling (MLM; Raudenbush & Bryk 2002) we can use a two-tiered sampling method to define a random-effects IDA. More specifically, within the Random-effects IDA: an approach to IDA in which contributing studies are treated as random draws from a defined population of studies, permitting the use of random-effects models (e.g., multilevel modeling) to estimate study effects as a level of analysis in which individual studies are nested to control for the effects of between-study heterogeneity in hypothesis testing Fixed-effects IDA: an approach to IDA in which contributing studies are treated as the set of available studies to which inferences will be drawn (rather than as a random sample), permitting the use of fixed-effects models in which study effects are directly modeled as predictors to control for between-study heterogeneity in hypothesis testing MLM it is possible to first randomly sample a finite number of groups from a population of groups (e.g., schools within a district or hospitals within a county) and then randomly sample a finite number of individuals from a population of individuals who are nested within each group (e.g., students within a school or patients within a hospital). This two-tiered sampling framework allows for the estimation of random components at both the level of the group (level 2: contributing study) and of the individual (level 1: individual observation within study). However, a key practical requirement of this approach is that a sufficient number of groups (in our case, contributing studies) have been sampled to obtain a representative sample of the population and to support the numerical estimation of the group-level random components. There are no firm rules on the required minimum number of groups, but in many situations at least 10 or 20 groups must be observed in order to allow for population representation and proper model estimation.
In the absence of a large number of contributing studies, we may instead prefer a modelbased approach in which study membership is treated as a fixed (rather than a random) factor. In fixed-effects IDA, the set of available studies is not construed as a random sample of a broader population of studies but instead constitutes the universe of all of the studies of interest. Following Fisher's (1922) guideline to include all measures associated with the sampling framework when fitting models to the data, we include study membership as an explanatory variable in all analyses. For example, in our work we pool data drawn from three studies, each of which used a highrisk sampling design to oversample children of alcoholic parents. We controlled for selection criteria used to create our fixed sample of studies by creating two dummy-coded variables to capture variance associated with the three contributing studies, and these variables are exogenous predictors in all of our fitted models. This accounts for the sampling framework at the level of the pooled analysis. However, we also implement Fisher's recommendation within each individual study. To do so, we control for factors that influence selection into the individual studies, namely parent alcoholism.
The fixed-effects approach, while powerful and practical, does not allow one to generalize results to a broader universe of studies and instead requires one to limit the evaluation of study differences to the particular studies at hand. Thus, although inferences cannot be made back to the population of studies of children of alcoholic parents, any systematic study-to-study differences are estimated and accounted for when examining the effects of the predictors of substantive interest. This in turn offers a powerful line of protection for internal validity in that substantively meaningful findings are less likely to be due to differences among contributing studies.
For the purposes of study integration, this fixed-effects approach to modeling between-sample heterogeneity accomplishes a primary goal, to control for differences among participants (in this case based on study membership) so that we may obtain findings and draw inferences about associations of theoretical interest that are maximally valid (e.g., Shadish et al. 2002) . However, in IDA we may have a second goal of identifying sources of between-study heterogeneity as a means of testing the generalizability of our findings. Whether for purposes of control or exploration, identifying important sources of between-study heterogeneity is a critical aspect of IDA. As we describe in a later section, not only can between-study heterogeneity be directly factored into many IDA applications, but some of these study-to-study differences may be of substantive interest in their own right. Indeed, this latter point is what makes IDA such an intriguing endeavor.
Summary
In sum, any IDA application must carefully consider both the mechanism that resulted in the sample of contributing studies and in the sample of individual observations within each study. Sampling simultaneously presents a danger and an opportunity within IDA. The danger is primarily a threat Commensurate measures: measures that have the same meaning and metric across studies despite potentially significant between-study heterogeneity in instruments or modalities of assessment to internal validity such that effects perceived to be of theoretical importance may instead be attributable to heterogeneity in sampling mechanisms across the contributing studies. The opportunity is that sampling heterogeneity can become a topic of theoretical interest in and of itself such that gaining a better understanding of study-to-study differences can help us develop a better understanding of the substantive processes under study (e.g., Curran & Hussong 2009 ). Regardless of intent, sampling is a critical issue that must be closely considered in any application of IDA.
BETWEEN-SAMPLE HETEROGENEITY DUE TO MEASUREMENT
A second fundamental issue in IDA is measurement. Often an initial stumbling block in conducting IDA is the availability of commensurate measures, which have the same meaning and metric across studies despite potentially significant differences in assessment instruments or modalities. Next, we describe various scenarios reflecting between-study heterogeneity in measurement that vary in their complexity and feasibility for constructing commensurate measures for IDA and provide guidelines for creating commensurate measures.
IDA Measurement Scenarios
It might seem that the ideal IDA scenario occurs when identical measures are used across contributing studies (i.e., all studies measure the same variable in precisely the same way). In this scenario, between-study heterogeneity in measurement may initially seem an irrelevant concern. However, even when identical measures are used across studies, distinct subpopulations may interpret or respond to the same item in different ways, above and beyond any actual differences in the underlying construct. These differences may reflect systemic influences of local norms in how participants view their research participation (i.e., participants in one location or sociocultural context may respond with less veracity than participants in other locations or contexts), in how items are interpreted within the context of the larger assessment battery of each study (e.g., the content of surrounding items; Rivers et al. 2009 , Tourangeau et al. 2000 , or in how items are administered across study (e.g., by interviewer, paper and pencil, or computer; Meade et al. 2007 , Richman et al. 1999 ). In such cases, despite the fact that the item is identical, the values obtained from the different study samples would not necessarily have an identical scale or meaning. Harmonized item: an item that has been altered within a study to make it comparable to similar items assessed in other studies that will be combined for pooled data analysis (e.g., changes in response scale, or combined items) Studies 2 and 3. Recoding the data this way results in the harmonized item shown in the right column of Table 1 . The harmonized item is designed to be equivalent across studies in time frame and response options; however, it still may not be truly commensurate because different responses to the item may continue to reflect factors other than actual individual differences in alcohol use. In fact, the assumption that all individuals interpret and respond to the item in the same way is more tenuous in this measurement scenario since the item was not in fact administered in an identical format across studies, enhancing the potential for context effects.
A third and still more difficult measurement scenario, again drawing from our own work, involves three studies in which participants were asked whether they believe or expect alcohol to relax them (see bottom half of Table 1 ). The response formats for this item varied greatly between studies, and it is not immediately obvious how to construct a harmonized item. Without additional information to bridge the different item structures (see the later section on bridging studies), there is little justification for pooling these responses to enable IDA.
Commensurate Measures in the IDA Framework
All of the previous scenarios involve single-item measures; often, contributing studies use multiitem scales. In discussing multi-item scales within the IDA framework, we distinguish between 2. Selecting item set 3. Developing a measurement model
Preliminary feasibility analysis
Consider sample comparability Building commensurate measures for integrative data analysis. DIF, differential item functioning; SEs, score estimates.
creating harmonized items, a term that we use to refer to creating comparable items across studies (by transforming the original item/response scales), and creating commensurate measures, a term that we use to refer to creating scales that have the same meaning and metric across studies (by using measurement models). The process of creating commensurate measures is thus more complex than simple harmonization. Multi-item scales offer two key advantages for creating commensurate measures. First, for identical or harmonized items, we can test whether participants from different studies (and/or subpopulations within studies) respond to the items in the same way. Even if a subset of items fails this test, we may still be able to construct a commensurate measure while adjusting for betweenstudy heterogeneity in the item responses. Second, we can often retain items from individual studies that cannot be harmonized across studies but that nevertheless provide information to improve measurement within a given study. Both of these advantages are realized by using psychometric models. Accordingly, our strategy for creating commensurate measures borrows heavily from work on measurement invariance testing in factor analysis (Meredith 1993 , Millsap & Meredith 2007 , Vandenberg & Lance 2000 , Widaman & Reise 1997 ) and on linking and equating test scores in the educational assessment literature (Holland 2007 , Holland & Dorans 2006 . As shown in Figure 1 , our analytic guidelines include four key steps: preliminary feasibility analysis, selecting an item set, developing a measurement model, and scoring.
We illustrate these steps through an example from our own work, namely, the scoring of dimensions of internalizing behavior across three independent studies (also see P.J. Common item: either identical or harmonized items that link measures across studies; common items may be present in all studies, or only pairs of studies, so long as sufficient pairs exist with which to link measurement across studies existing longitudinal studies that oversampled offspring who had at least one biological alcoholic parent and included matched controls of nonalcoholic parents. These three studies vary in the ages when assessments began, the number of waves and spacing of assessments, and methods of assessment, among other dimensions. They include the Michigan Longitudinal Study (MLS; Zucker et al. 2000) , the Adult/Adolescent and Family Developmental Project (AFDP; Chassin et al. 1991) , and the Alcohol, Health, and Behavior Project (AHBP; Sher et al. 1991) . Table 2 presents a summary of the pooled sample as a function of study membership, wave of assessment, and chronological age of participants. Each cell in the table identifies the number of individuals assessed in a given wave of a given study at a given age. The column totals identify the total number of individuals assessed at a given age pooling across study and wave.
Preliminary feasibility analysis. A critical first step in the IDA framework for developing commensurate measures is to conduct a feasibility analysis. This involves assessing the extent of between-study heterogeneity in measurement by defining the measurement scenario present in the pooled data design and evaluating whether and how the construct(s) of interest are measured in each study. IDA requires that at least some common items are present across studies, where common items may be either identical or harmonized items. Common items allow us to link measures across studies. Common items may be present in all studies or only pairs of studies, so long as sufficient pairs exist with which to link measurement across studies (e.g., Studies 1 and 2 share items and Studies 2 and 3 share items such that measurement in Studies 1 and 3 can be linked through Study 2). Unique items, or items present in only one study, do not help in linking measures but still provide useful information for estimating participants' scale scores and more fully assessing constructs of interest. In our example, all three studies included at least one measure of internalizing behavior, with some overlap in item content.
Selecting an item set. The second step in developing commensurate measures is item selection. This includes a review of all individual items assessing a target construct, with the goal of identifying a core set of items that define a unidimensional factor. This core set of items will include both common and unique items. This step involves the use of content experts to identify and narrow the potential item pool, descriptive statistics to identify potentially problematic items, and exploratory factor analyses to evaluate dimensionality. One goal of this step is to identify an item pool that maximizes the number of common items that are core to the construct of interest and provide opportunities to link measurement across studies.
In our example, we selected items assessing internalizing symptoms administered as part of the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL; Achenbach & Edelbrock 1981), completed by MLS and AFDP participants, and the Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI; Derogatis & Spencer 1982) , completed by MLS and AHBP participants. Because MLS participants completed both instruments, the MLS data provide a bridge between item sets. We also harmonized BSI and CBCL items with similar content to create common items across AFDP and AHBP and, given sparseness concerns, we recoded all items to be binary indicators of symptom presence or absence. After harmonization, we identified 33 items that we believed to be theoretically relevant to the construct of internalizing symptoms.
In the next step, we examined descriptive statistics and performed graphical analysis for these items to evaluate endorsement rates by age and study (see Figure 2) . If all items represent a single factor, plots of endorsement rates should show similar developmental trends, each reflecting the developmental trend of the underlying factor. Similarly, study differences in endorsement rates should be consistent across item plots, reflecting study differences at the level of the factor. Dissimilar study trends in these item plots generally signal either that the item set is not unidimensional
Differential item functioning (DIF):
when a given item does not reflect the underlying factor in the same way for all people (e.g., at all ages, or across all studies), indicating that the endorsement of an item does not mean the same thing for everyone, even if the item is worded the same way or has been harmonized to have a logically equivalent metric Calibration sample: a subsample of available observations drawn to meet the assumption of independence (i.e., a single observation per person in the study) for analyses to develop a measurement model prior to scoring Moderated nonlinear factor analysis (MNLFA): a factor analytic model that allows for nonlinear relationships between the latent factor and the items used to measure it (e.g., a logistic relationship for a binary item) and that also allows the model parameters (e.g., item intercepts, factor loadings, factor mean, and/or factor variance) to vary as a function of one or more observed moderator variables (e.g., study, gender, and/or age) or that differential item functioning (DIF) is present. DIF (sometimes called factorial invariance) indicates that a given item does not reflect the underlying factor in the same way across individuals (e.g., at all ages or across all studies); in other words, DIF indicates that the endorsement of an item does not mean the same thing for all individuals, even if the item is worded the same way or has been harmonized to have an equivalent metric. Study DIF could arise due to differences in the harmonized items or simply due to differences in how the sampled populations interpreted and responded to items.
3 Figure 2 highlights that one item, "overtired," shows an atypical developmental trend relative to other items and exclusively in the AFDP study. Given this aberrant pattern, we removed the item from further consideration.
Remaining differences in item trends were less stark but still may suggest possible multidimensionality or DIF, which we explored further using a nonlinear exploratory factor analysis model to account for the binary nature of the items. Because the factor analysis procedures we used assume that observations are independent of one another, we performed our analyses on a cross-sectional calibration sample drawn by randomly selecting one repeated observation per participant from the longitudinal data. 4 Initial exploratory factor analyses estimated within and across studies suggested that the item set was indeed multidimensional. Factors generally consistent with anxiety and depression emerged; item plots grouped by these two factors also displayed greater homogeneity (i.e., anxiety items showed more similar patterns to one another than to depression items), corroborating a multidimensional structure. Although we could choose to develop separate commensurate measures for both anxiety and depression, here we focus our efforts on developing a commensurate measure of depression from the 17 items that most consistently loaded on the depression factor. Developing a measurement model. The third step in our strategy was to develop a formal measurement model from which we could generate commensurate scale scores for depression. Although there are several options, we used an extension of traditional factor analytic and item response theory methodology referred to as moderated nonlinear factor analysis (MNLFA; Bauer & Hussong 2009 ). MNLFA assumes that observations are independent, so these models are also fit to the calibration sample. Given that model complexity in IDA applications of MNLFA can increase rapidly, we prefer a model-building approach beginning with a simple model and adding complexity through iterative model tests.
The first model we fit is an unconditional model, which is a unidimensional factor model without predictors. Unlike traditional factor analysis, the relationships between the factor and the items are not necessarily linear and depend on the scales of the indicators. For instance, for the binary symptom indicators in our example we specified a logistic function, so that the probability of endorsing any given symptom is bounded between zero and one. The latent variable is viewed as a common cause of all of the symptoms (i.e., someone high in latent depression is more likely to endorse multiple symptoms compared to someone low in depression) and is assumed to account for all associations among the symptom indicators. This is a standard assumption of many latent variable models and is often referred to as local independence. Additionally, because depression is a latent variable, we must set its scale, and we do so by setting the mean to zero and variance Age and study trends in select items. Note: Endorsement is plotted in the logit scale, or the log of the ratio of the proportion endorsing over the proportion not endorsing the item, since this scale is also used in the models ultimately fit to the data. A logit of one corresponds to a proportion of 0.5, lower logits correspond to lower rates of endorsement, and higher logits correspond to higher rates of endorsement. AFDP, Adult/Adolescent and Family Developmental Project; AHBP, Alcohol, Health, and Behavior Project; MLS, Michigan Longitudinal Study.
to one. Thus the factor scores we generate from this model are on a standard normal metric (see sidebar What Makes a Factor Score?). The resulting model is equivalent to a binary factor analysis with a logit link and also to a two-parameter logistic item response theory model (Takane & de Leeuw 1987) . The unconditional model is a useful starting point, providing preliminary information on the quality of the indicators via inspection of factor loadings, tracelines, and information
WHAT MAKES A FACTOR SCORE?
Because latent variables are unobserved, factor scores for the individual participants are by definition unknown. We can, however, determine the distribution of possible factor scores for each individual. Typically, the expected value or modal value of this distribution is then taken as the best prediction of the factor score, or factor score estimate. Scores based on the expected and modal values are, respectively, known as EAPs (expected a posteriori) or MAPs (modal a posteriori). Both EAPs and MAPs are based on two pieces of information: the item responses of the individual (i.e., the specific symptoms endorsed or not endorsed) and the distribution of the factor in the total population. Each score is pulled (or "shrunken") toward the mean of the population to improve the estimate, especially when there is little information on the individual (e.g., few items or incomplete data). Conceptually, we borrow strength from the whole to improve our estimate for the one. By conditioning the factor mean and variance on covariates, we further refine and improve these estimates by shrinking the scores not toward the grand mean but rather toward the conditional mean, that is, the average for persons who are similar to the target with respect to background characteristics. Zucker, manuscript in preparation) . Yet the unconditional model also makes a number of unrealistic assumptions, including that the distribution of the latent variable is homogeneous across subpopulations (i.e., studies). It also assumes that the relationships between the latent variable and the indicators are equal across subpopulations. We test each of these assumptions in turn.
We initially focused on how the distribution of the latent variable may differ across subpopulations. For our example, we expect that depression levels may vary across participants as a function of study, age, history of parental alcoholism, and gender. Such differences are sometimes referred to as impact (Holland & Wainer 1993) . To help us better understand potential impact effects, we generated factor scores from the unconditional model and plotted them as a function of the covariates. For instance, to get an initial idea of potential age-related changes in depression, we plotted factor scores as a function of age and study, determining that the age trends in the scores differed across studies but could be well approximated in each study by a cubic function.
Next, we respecified the MNLFA to include effects of predictors on the mean and variance of depression. We specified a linear model for the factor mean and a log-linear model for the factor variance (to prevent negative predicted variances). Not all predictors must appear in the model for the factor mean and variance; rather, in our experience, the variance model is often simpler than the mean model. For our depression example, we detected a cubic age trend on the factor mean, differing by study and gender, and a main effect of parental history of alcoholism. This indicates that changes in depression scores across age follow a cubic trend that differs across study and gender, and that having an alcoholic parent increases mean levels of depression. Regarding the factor variance, we detected an interaction between age and study membership, such that depression levels increased in variability with age in AHBP but not in MLS or AFDP. Bringing these predictors into the model not only makes the specification of the model more realistic (by explicitly incorporating known sources of heterogeneity), but it also provides additional information with which to improve our score estimates for the participants. Indeed, given the incorporation of this extra information, when we generated and plotted factor scores from this model, the plots provided an even stronger visual indication of the covariate effects. Figure 3 , for instance, depicts study differences in developmental trends, and one can observe both the mean differences across studies and the increasing heterogeneity within AHBP over time. 
Figure 3
Boxplots of factor score estimates by age and study with mean trends depicted by smoothed lines. Note study differences in mean trends with age, relatively stable score variability in MLS and AFDP, and increasing score variability in AHBP consistent with moderated nonlinear factor analysis results. AFDP, Adult/Adolescent and Family Developmental Project; AHBP, Alcohol, Health, and Behavior Project; MLS, Michigan Longitudinal Study.
These initial effects of covariates focus on study, age, and gender differences in the underlying factor (mean and variance) of depression. Now we return to the items themselves. To this point we have assumed, but have not yet demonstrated, that the items reflect the factor equivalently in all subgroups and across all studies. We identified potential sources of DIF based on our item plots due to participants' age and study, previous literature on gender-related DIF for some items (e.g., Schaeffer 1988 , Steinberg & Thissen 2006 , and our sampling framework (our oversampled children of alcoholic parents might interpret or respond to some items differently). A clear advantage of the MNLFA framework is that it allows DIF testing across all of these covariates simultaneously, including continuous covariates like age. DIF testing is accomplished by allowing variables indexing these potential sources of DIF to moderate the intercept and factor loading for an item. Using a conservative alpha level of 0.01 to account for multiple testing, we detected DIF by study for six items, DIF by age for eight items, DIF by gender for three items, and DIF by parental history of alcoholism for one item. In total, 11 of the 17 items displayed DIF (P.J. Curran, J. McGinley, D.J. Bauer, A.M. Hussong, A. Burns, L. Chassin, K. Sher, R.A. Zucker, manuscript in preparation). We can now use this final measurement model to obtain scores for subsequent analysis.
Scoring. By incorporating DIF into the scoring model we can correct for bias in the scores that would result from differential measurement across study and as a function of covariates. For instance, suppose that a harmonized item was constructed from two items measuring similar Bridging study: a new primary data collection for the express purpose of linking together the measures used in the original set of studies in an IDA content but with slightly different item stems. If endorsement rates for these items differed in part due to wording differences in the item stems, and not just due to underlying differences in depression, then we would expect to detect study DIF for this item. Failing to account for the study DIF would lead to artificially elevated depression scores for participants receiving the easierto-endorse prompt. Generating depression scores from a model that incorporates DIF removes such potential sources of bias, ensuring that the scores are commensurate across studies (or other subpopulations).
There is, however, a question of how much DIF is too much DIF. If all items displayed DIF, this would imply no commonality of measurement between subpopulations and a lack of comparability of scores. DIF among some items is often expected, and just how much DIF is tolerable is a matter of debate (Byrne et al. 1989 , Cheung & Rensvold 1998 , Reise et al. 1993 , Steenkamp & Baumgartner 1998 . Strictly speaking, only one invariant (non-DIF) item is required to put the measures on an equivalent scale across subpopulations, but the odds of correctly detecting which items are invariant versus not are reduced when many items display DIF (Yoon & Millsap 2007) . The less DIF, the more confidence one can have that the scale of measurement is truly invariant across persons. Although a majority of our depression items displayed some DIF, less than half of the items displayed DIF due to any single covariate, suggesting that we could interpret our measure as being commensurate in scale across subpopulations defined by study, age, gender, and parental history of alcoholism.
In the final step of our measurement strategy, we generate and evaluate the quality of scores for the full sample, including all repeated measures. This quality check could take a number of forms, including cross-validation with estimates obtained from a second calibration sample and convergent/divergent validity analysis with other criterion variables. For our example, we chose to repeat our measurement-building process with a second calibration sample drawn from our pooled sample and found that scores were highly correlated across the two calibration samples. After conducting such sensitivity analysis, we generated scores for the longitudinal data by refitting the final model to the full, pooled sample of repeated measures, holding constant all the parameter estimates at the values previously obtained from the calibration sample, including all necessary impact and DIF parameters. Once we generated scores for all individuals and all repeated measures, we evaluated their reliability. For our depression measure, the largest standard errors for the scores were obtained at levels below the mean, a common feature of most measures of psychopathology (Reise & Waller 2009 ).
In sum, completing the sequence of steps illustrated in Figure 1 , we constructed a measure of depression that is commensurate across our three studies (and across subgroups within studies). The pooled data can now be used in subsequent longitudinal analyses to evaluate, for instance, whether there is support for a negative affect pathway into substance use disorders.
Bridging Studies: What To Do If There Are No Common Items or Measures
The strategy that we described above assumes that there are at least some common items across studies and that a reasonable subset of the common items is invariant (i.e., do not show DIF by study or other covariates). But in some desired IDA applications, there may be no common items (i.e., no items can be harmonized) or too few common items (or common items without DIF) to confidently link measures together. One option to facilitate IDA in such circumstances is to conduct what we refer to as a bridging study. The basic idea is to embark on a new primary data collection for the express purpose of linking together the measures used in the original set of studies. A bridging study would involve recruiting new participants, ideally from a similar population as that sampled in the contributing studies intended for the IDA, and administering
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items from all of the original studies to these participants. Not all of the original items would have to be administered; a subset of items is sufficient (reducing participant fatigue and eliminating redundancies between items). Pooling the data from the original studies and bridging study, one would then have the opportunity to construct a commensurate measure in the same way described above.
HYPOTHESIS TESTING IN INTEGRATIVE DATA ANALYSIS
As noted previously, IDA is not so much a set of statistical techniques as it is a framework for delineating, controlling for, and exploring sources of between-study heterogeneity in order to create commensurate measures for and test hypotheses in a pooled data analysis. For this reason, the statistical techniques used for hypothesis testing in IDA may draw from many traditions, but they should share the capacity to account for study differences at all plausible points in the modeling sequence. As a result, hypothesis testing in IDA may be challenging due to necessary model complexity, particularly in the context of longitudinal study designs. However, accounting for such between-sample heterogeneity is essential to valid inference testing.
Guiding Principles
Taking into account sources of between-study heterogeneity is most simply done by modeling the effects of study membership for each participant directly in the model. As described previously, fixed-effects IDA treats the study membership of participants as a fixed and known characteristic of each individual observation nested within a given study. Analytic techniques associated with this approach are straightforward; we incorporate one of several available coding schemes (e.g., dummy codes, effect codes, weighted effect codes) to denote study membership as a fixed characteristic of each individual observation (as we would gender or ethnicity) and enter these dummy-or effectcoded variables as predictors in our fitted models in a way consistent with Fisher's model-based inferential approach described previously. A key advantage of this strategy is that we can also estimate multiplicative interactions between individual characteristics (e.g., gender, ethnicity) and study membership. This in turn allows us to test the differential impact of individual characteristics on outcomes across the set of studies.
These effect codes eliminate all between-sample sources of variability, and any between-sample differences are controlled even if specific measures regarding these differences are not available. Given the plethora of potential sources of between-sample heterogeneity that exist, controlling for all of these sources simultaneously can be both beneficial and efficient. Importantly, this method also provides a direct test of replication of findings across studies. Significant interactions between study and individual characteristics indicate a failure to replicate an effect across studies. This is a strong test of replication, testing not simply whether an effect is present in all studies but whether the magnitude of the effect is constant across studies.
In this review, we have focused on two key sources of between-study heterogeneity, sampling and measurement, and elsewhere we consider the sources of geographical region, history, and design characteristics (Curran & Hussong 2009 ). Many other sources of between-study heterogeneity may also be present, and identifying the plausible primary sources is a preliminary step in hypothesis testing. To the extent that study membership is not completely confounded with these sources of between-study heterogeneity (e.g., differences in rates, though not in the presence, of maternal depression across studies), we can isolate the factors that underlie differences in our findings across studies (i.e., factors that explain failures to replicate). Such questions of methodological interest may allow insight into those of theoretical interest, with the ultimate goal of providing some synthesis regarding theoretical associations or even mechanisms. For those sources of between-study heterogeneity that are completely confounded with study, we obviously cannot identify what factors underlie observed study differences, though we can control for them.
Given that final models are often complex in fixed-effects IDA because of the need to control for the main effects of covariates and their interactions with study membership, we recommend using a model-building strategy that includes the practice of model trimming. As is common in single-study analysis, we begin with models that test study differences in the associations between control variables and outcomes to establish a baseline model. We then add to the baseline model theoretical predictors of our outcomes, typically in a sequence of models defined by our substantive theory (e.g., adding unique effect predictors or interactions among theoretical predictors later in the sequence). In each step of the model-building sequence, we test interactions between all variables (including higher-order interaction terms) with study membership.
To address the resulting model complexity, we trim nonsignificant interactions between predictor variables and study membership at each stage of the model-building process. This practice of model trimming is maximally conservative and designed to maintain parsimony, to provide ease of interpretation, and to support greater stability in model estimation. The main effect codes for study membership, however, we do not trim. In our pooled analyses, even our initial models include study membership as a main effect. This may be a particularly important point for testing growth models and using other longitudinal approaches in which the initial model is typically an unconditional model estimated with the goal of identifying the functional form of change over time in a given construct (i.e., in the absence of covariates). However, in the context of IDA, failure to include study membership as a covariate (and predictor of change over time) may occlude the functional form of these trajectories, with differences in the studies contributing observations to the pooled data set over time or age leading to seeming changes in trajectories that are driven not by time trends in the underlying factor but instead by the pooled data design.
Benefits of IDA in Hypothesis Testing
These recommendations for fixed-effects IDA are drawn once again from our experience with the Cross Study (see Table 1 for sample description). Although we do not provide analytic details regarding the steps in hypothesis testing here given space constraints, we do consider the value added of an IDA approach for hypothesis testing based on applications from this work. For example, IDA allowed us to examine trajectories of internalizing and externalizing symptoms with a larger sample size and over longer periods of development than captured in any one of our contributing studies (Hussong et al. 2007 (Hussong et al. , 2008b . Moreover, IDA allowed us to compare subgroups of children with small representation in the contributing studies to determine, for example, the relative risk for symptomatology among children of antisocial alcoholic parents versus children of depressive alcoholic parents. Given that these subpopulations are rare, important distinctions in the risk profiles of these groups of children of alcoholic parents could not be tested in contributing studies and were only evident in the larger and more highly powered pooled data analysis.
The pooled data set also permitted us to look at the impact of a low base-rate behavior, occurrence of parents' alcohol-related symptoms within any given year of the child's life from ages 2 to 18, on children's functioning (Hussong, et al. 2008a (Hussong, et al. , 2010 (Hussong, et al. , 2012 . This approach led to an important theoretical distinction involving between-person and within-person effects of parents' alcohol-related symptoms on children's functioning (e.g., Curran & Bauer 2011) , differentiating the role of parents' symptoms on identifying which children are at risk for poor functioning (between-person effects) versus identifying the timing of a given child's functional impairment (within-person effects). In this series of studies, we were able to examine these between-person and within-person effects of parents' alcohol-related symptoms on more common indicators of children's functional impairment, such as internalizing symptoms, externalizing symptoms, and alcohol use, as well as on such low base-rate indicators of children's functional impairment as marijuana use and other illicit drug use.
Finally, these applications of IDA collectively demonstrate how we can identify replication of effects across studies as well as the failure for replication. Core findings were largely replicated across studies, despite significant differences in studies due to geography, cohort, assessment, and sampling. However, this was not always the case. In attempting to reconcile differences in our findings across studies, we were able to model potential study differences (e.g., in rates of parental depression and antisociality across studies) that may account for significant interactions between our predictors of interest and study membership in these models. In most cases, these covariates did not account for significant across-study differences in our findings. However, the test of whether these factors accounted for replication failures addressed the plausibility of such comorbid parental disorders as the source of between-study differences, obviating the need for a new study in which this factor is systematically controlled in order to reconcile study differences.
Summary
In sum, our approach to hypothesis testing in the IDA framework uses guidelines for statistical analysis common in single-study analysis, with the goals of controlling for sources of between-study heterogeneity and, when possible, trying to understand how such sources impact study differences. The core principles are to identify and model such sources of between-study heterogeneity at all plausible points in the analysis while using strategies to reduce model complexity and increase interpretability (i.e., model building and trimming strategies). Because these guidelines may be applied using a variety of statistical techniques, IDA offers an incredibly flexible approach to testing hypotheses regarding a wide range of problems of interest in clinical psychology.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INTEGRATIVE DATA ANALYSIS IN PRIMARY DATA ANALYSIS
Although our examples of IDA employ a secondary analysis framework, IDA may also be a useful methodological framework for primary data collection; that is, novel data collection with the explicit intention of using IDA. Because data may be used in ways not originally envisioned in the contributing studies, the initial data management task faced by researchers using IDA within a secondary data analysis is often daunting, and adequate resources are needed to support the creation of a reliable integrative database for subsequent analysis. At least a trimmed-down version of this database is often required to determine feasibility of an IDA application, tantamount in effort to conducting a pilot study to establish feasibility for an original data collection. Planning for IDA at the stage of primary data analysis has the potential for a more efficient use of resources and greater likelihood that commensurate measures may be derived, given a preplanned core item set across studies.
Some of the initial challenges in planning for an IDA study with primary data are related to resources (see sidebar Resources for Pooled Data Analysis), but here we focus on some of the scientific challenges. First, a hypothesis-driven approach is likely to avert many problems. We suspect that the types of questions best answered in a primary IDA are those that require larger sample sizes, such as distinguishing among predictors of different kinds of low-base rate behavior (i.e., obsessions versus compulsions), determining whether unusual subgroups of individuals vary in their risk for a clinical outcome (i.e., alcoholic adults with and without comorbid depression),
RESOURCES FOR POOLED DATA ANALYSIS
Pooled data efforts are increasingly supported by funding agencies as an efficient means for conducting research on a larger scale. Whether these efforts are initiated before or after data collection in the contributing studies, an emerging theme is the need for resources to support the infrastructure of the data pooling effort. The creation of a pooled data set is as intensive as the creation of original, single-study data sets. Pooled data sets often require "unpacking" data from the original studies by rescoring, combining, or reanalyzing items in ways not envisioned at the point of data collection. The need to resolve across-study discrepancies places demands on original study teams to provide details about study procedures, requiring an ongoing collaboration between data managers in the original study teams and the IDA team. These discrepancies may become apparent throughout the analysis and interpretation phase, requiring input from original study investigators to identify potential reasons for study differences or replication. For this reason, resources are needed to support effective IDA efforts that target the need for collaboration of both the data management teams and the investigators from the original studies with the IDA study team. and examining developmental variation in outcomes or predicted associations over time. Each of these types of questions may be difficult to address within any single contributing study, given the relatively lower prevalence of a given behavior, subgroup or age range and more directly tested within IDA given more sample heterogeneity, larger sample sizes, and greater statistical power.
A second practical challenge is creating a common core battery. As described previously, the common items within the selected item set need not be identical across studies but must include a minimum number of items that relate to the underlying construct similarly across studies. This provides flexibility for primary data collection. Batteries for individual studies may include a core set of items for a given construct that are then augmented for individual studies to capture differences in the aims of individual investigations or samples of interest. For example, a core set of 8 items may assess antisocial behavior over time in all studies, but a larger set of 10 to 15 items may be used in three individual studies contributing to this IDA that are tailored to differences in the age ranges of the samples (e.g., ages 2 to 10, 8 to 16, and 14 to 22). This strategy would allow us to create a pooled set of items that include all core items as well as items unique to each study, permitting the collective measure to better capture potential heterotypic continuity (i.e., changes in the indicators of a given construct over time, despite continuity in the construct itself) over development.
A third consideration in planning IDA within primary data collection is sampling. To the extent that individual studies are completely confounded with sampling designs (e.g., all males in one study and all females in another), researchers will be unable to use IDA to test the unique influence of confounded factors in hypothesis testing apart from the influence of study membership. If a priori hypotheses indicate that particular group differences are of interest, the inclusion of important subgroups within each of the contributing studies can provide leverage for distinguishing the effects of theoretically meaningful factors associated with sampling design (e.g., gender, age, ethnicity) and study membership.
A final consideration in planning IDA within primary data collection is in assessing control variables for hypothesis testing. To the extent that variables can be directly modeled and controlled in hypothesis testing, we can differentiate their impact on study outcomes and predicted associations from the influence of study membership. For this reason, some initial planning regarding important ways in which individuals within and across the contributing samples may differ from one another can identify variables that should be included in the common battery across studies.
For example, individual studies may overlap in the range of socioeconomic status (SES) sampled for their participants, but some studies may cluster on the high end whereas others cluster on the low end. To the extent that SES is correlated, though not wholly confounded, with study membership, we can unpack the influence of study membership and SES on outcomes and predicted associations if we have a commensurate measure of SES across studies to include in our models that test our hypotheses. This is a powerful aspect of IDA. By including these correlated influences, we can attempt to explain why study differences are present within IDA findings. For example, we may find that once we control for SES, study differences on our depression outcome are significantly diminished. Without this information, we are in the same situation as other methods of study integration, such as literature reviews, in which we can only speculate as to the reason for study differences in a pattern of findings. Such speculations often form the basis for a new line of inquiry and require additional data collection. However, if we include these variables in our IDA, we can directly test these speculations at the point of initial study integration, bypassing the need for a new data collection to resolve anticipated study differences.
In sum, we view IDA as a potentially powerful technique for use in both secondary and primary data analysis. In each case, important design features involving measurement, sampling, and hypothesis testing should be considered, though the options for addressing challenges in each of these areas differ for secondary and primary data analysis approaches. Indeed, the greater flexibility offered by primary data analysis to address these challenges is an exciting reason to consider IDA at the point of study planning. Although a number of investigators are currently attempting this approach to IDA, the fruit of their labors and lessons from their collaborations have yet to be realized.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN INTEGRATIVE DATA ANALYSIS
We consider IDA to a be an important addition to the toolkit for pooled data analysis, offering such advantages as economy (i.e., reuse of extant data), power (i.e., large combined sample sizes), the potential to address new questions not answerable by a single contributing study (e.g., combining longitudinal studies to cover a broader swath of the lifespan), and the opportunity to build a more cumulative science (i.e., examining the similarity of effects across studies and potential reasons for dissimilarities). We also recognize that IDA may not be appropriate for some questions and may be untenable for pooling studies that have no common items or overlap in variables that would support making important distinctions regarding the effect of between-study differences. Two significant sources of between-study heterogeneity to consider in embarking on an IDA are sampling and measurement, each of which may be addressed in many circumstances through the application of traditional analytic techniques to the unique problem of pooling raw data in IDA.
In many ways, measurement is the core challenge to IDA. One must be able to identify or construct commensurate measures of predictors and outcomes for a pooled data analysis to be sensible. We have described a variety of measurement scenarios that might be encountered in IDA, including situations in which identical, highly similar, or truly distinct items are present in the original studies. Ideally, multiple items will be available from each study for a given scale, and a subset of these should be common items (i.e., either identical or harmonized items). Under these conditions, we have outlined and illustrated a series of steps and procedures that we have found useful in constructing commensurate measures. We have also described the use of bridging studies for enabling IDA when no common items are initially available.
We make no pretense that the procedures we have described are exhaustive: There may be other creative ways to link measures together across studies, and additional research on this topic is needed. Nor do we assume these procedures will be universally applicable. For instance, in the models illustrated here we assumed that the items reflect a continuous underlying latent variable and that, conditional on this latent variable, the item responses were locally independent. These assumptions would not be appropriate if, for instance, one wished to score a categorical latent variable (e.g., diagnosis) or if item responses were nested within reporters (e.g., parent, teacher, and self reports). Other psychometric models would be needed in such circumstances. Nevertheless, we believe that the general set of steps illustrated here for constructing commensurate measures across studies should generalize to a wide variety of measurement scenarios.
The same caveats equally apply to the hypothesis testing guidelines we have offered. Because we believe most applications of IDA in clinical psychology will involve limited numbers of studies not representing a random sampling of studies from a defined population of studies, we focused our discussion on fixed-effects IDA. However, random-effects IDA presents a potentially powerful alternative that is largely unexplored as a pooled data analysis technique. Thoughtful consideration of this approach deserves greater attention in future research.
We also believe that the IDA framework may have broader implications for other types of research designs. For example, what constitutes an "independent" study contributing to a pooled data analysis can sometimes be unambiguously determined and other times cannot. In some cases, minor design differences between samples may be present. For example, independent samples may be collected within a multisite or rolling recruiting single-site design in which key design characteristics are held constant (e.g., recruitment, procedures, measurement) yet each study is conducted in a different setting (e.g., different hospitals or regions of the country) or across different time periods (e.g., as recruitment rolls across different school years or birth cohorts). These independent samples are then pooled for analysis with some control for site or cohort differences (e.g., Kaplow et al. 2002 , Stark et al. 2005 . In other cases, many design differences between samples may be present. For example, multiple independent samples may each be collected as part of different independent studies that were conducted at different historical times using different sampling mechanisms, experimental procedures, and psychometric instruments. Thus what constitutes a "separate" sample ultimately resides on a continuum, and some common research designs within clinical psychology that are typically not considered pooled data analysis (e.g., multisite trials) may also benefit from consideration of the issues raised in the IDA framework.
To conclude, we view IDA as a general framework for pooled data analysis that draws on a strong line of previous methodological advancements. We also view the fruitful directions that IDA may best further develop as closely linked to the substantive questions and data sets from our field. Our pressing goal is to evaluate theoretically derived hypotheses to advance, cumulatively, our science. Thus, we view the advancement of substantive understanding and methodological techniques as inextricably linked, both equally necessary to the task of creating a coherent body of knowledge that provides answers to the core questions of our era.
SUMMARY POINTS
1. Given the recent accrual of several matured data sets, increased public access to these data, rapid advances in statistical methods, and a national push toward collaborative research efforts, pooling data for analysis via IDA, or the simultaneous analysis of data obtained from two or more independent studies, energetically responds to each of these motivations and goals.
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2. IDA offers several advantages including economy (i.e., reuse of extant data), power (i.e., large combined sample sizes), the potential to address new questions not answerable by a single study (e.g., combining longitudinal studies to cover a broader swath of the lifespan), and the opportunity to build a more cumulative science (i.e., examining the similarity of effects across studies and potential reasons for dissimilarities).
3. In addition to its many advantages, several challenges are also encountered when conducting IDA, including the need to account for sampling heterogeneity across studies, to develop commensurate measures across studies for both predictors and outcomes, and to account for multiple sources of study differences as they may impact hypothesis testing.
4. Depending on the mechanism that resulted in the sample of contributing studies and in the sample of individual observations within each study, IDA approaches to sampling may follow a model-based or designed-based method, with implications for the appropriate use of statistical techniques for subsequent hypothesis testing.
5. Psychometric modeling techniques offer many advantages for developing scale scores that are commensurate in meaning and metric across studies and across distinct within-study subpopulations.
6. Models used to test substantive hypotheses must account for between-study differences that might otherwise be confounded with the effects of interest and that may even be of interest in their own right.
7. Fixed-effects IDA is likely to be most commonly used in current applications in clinical psychology, though future research may provide powerful techniques for integrative analyses using random-effects approaches to IDA.
8. IDA may be a powerful tool in primary data collection, with implications for individual study design to support later data pooling efforts.
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